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Location.

The property of the Vfuite Hills Mining Company is
located in the Indian Secret Mining District in the north
west part of Mohave County, Arizona. Mohave County is
in the north west corner of the state.

Kingman is about 55 miles south of 1fuite Hills, with
Chloride on a branch of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad, 28 miles south or about half way between White
Hills and Kingman.

Good roads are found everywhere, the "wash", con-
stituting the valley floor, consisting largely of disin-
tegrated precambrian rock, furnishing an excellent road-

building material.
The State Highway is completed to within 17 miles of

~Vhite Hills and its extension to the Boulder Dam site, it
is expected,will be carried through soon. This extension
will pass through lVhite Hills.

The camp is at an elevation of 3000 feet, and while
the SUinmer days are hot, the nights are invariably cool.
A breeze is almost constantly blowing so that one suffers
little from the excessive heat found in some to the neigh-
boring camps not so fortunately situated.

The temperature in winter rarely reaches the freezing
point, and in consequence, all the year round operations
may be carried on without inconvenience.
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The Property.

There are forty-six (46) patented claims with net
acreage as follows:

Acres
Putnam 20.08
Hu1dah 9.96
Nora R. 20.66
Fraction Q.uartz 5.12
Oversight 2.67

Garfield 7.20
Abe Lincoln 3.55

Norma 17.48
Prince Albert 15.26
Aquarius 12.52
Hillsite 20.66
Ellington 16.45

Horn Silver 15.37

Monster
Acres
18.99

Chief of the Hills 20.66
Squawtum 17.43
Grand Central 5.15
Grand Army of the 20.66

Republic
Garfield Fraction 1.64
Big Joshua 2.07
Goadstick 9.22
Midway 14.11
Center 17.16
Lookout 13.04
Desert Prospect 16.39
Orient 20.66

20.66Mountain Scenery 20.66 Bonita
.88Blind Goddess 20.00 Western View

20.05Review 20.657 Emma
Schaefer's Treasure 20.66Nellie B1ye 19.03

G. A. R. 9.26
Fraction

African 2.26
Midway Extension 9.64
Lone Star 20.66

.84
.1.40

Peer
Little Giant
Total acreage 576

Daisy 1.97

Junction 1.02

Rip Van Winkle 15.38

Occident 10.01

Buckley 16.68

Norma Fraction .12

In addition to the above there are twenty-five

(25) patented mill sites.
All buildings and equipment are on ground owned

by the Company.
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Deve lopmen t ,

Notwithstanding the fact that these mines have been
worked a number of years, the extreme vertical depth ob-
tained has only been 540 feet, and this in face of the
evidence that there is no sign of lessening value as depth
is gained; there is as good ore at the lowest point in the
Occident mine where the deepest work has been done as was
found anywhere in the mine.

The Grand Army of the Republic Mine has a vertical
depth of 128 feet, the Chief of the Hills, Schaefer's
T~easure, Grand Central and Norma all have shafts of con-
siderable depths, and there are many other shafts of les-
ser extent.

In addition to this, while many thousand feet of drifts
have been driven, these are almost entirely on the upper
levels leaving extremely promising ground for further ex-

ploration, as there is but little cross-cutting, and the
drifts on the lower levels are much less extensive than

those above.
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Mine Equipment.

At the Occident mine, the surface equipment consists
of a one hundred horse-power boiler, oil-fired, a fifty
horse-power hoist with nine hundred feet of seven-eighths
inch cable, a two-stage steam-driven Norwalk air-compressor
wi th a capacity of 700 cubic feet of free air per minute
with proper air receiver, a pre-heater for boiler feed
water, the necessary boiler feed pump and water supply
tanks and a well equipped blacksmith shop.

Underground there is a No. 6 Cameron Sinking Pump and
a 10" x 12" X 4" Janesville pot-valve station pump with a
capacity of 120 gallons per minute against a head of 1000
feet. Both these pumps are driven by compressed air.
There are several mine cars and some track on the lower
levels, and the skip and track in the shaft are in good

operating condition.
The Grand Army of the Republic mine is well equipped

for present operations with two oil-fired boilers, ste&fi
hoist and cable, a three-drill belted compressor driven
by a steam engine, pumps, blacksmith shop, five Cochise
drills consisting of three drifters and two stopers, mine
cars and track.

There is also a 30 horse-power gasoline hoist and
small steam hoist on the Nonna No. 2 and a stea~ hoist at

the Schaefer's Treasure.
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Mill Equipment.

The mill consists of two complete and independent
units,of twenty stanws each, with the pans and settlers
necessary for pan amalgamation. Each unit of the mill
is driven by an 18" x 36" Corliss Engine,and each of the
engines is supplied with steam by two 80 horse-power oil-
fired boilers. All the shafting, pulleys and belts are
in place, and the north unit is ready for use as soon as
required. As only the south unit of the mill was used,
the north unit is entirely new. In operating the south
unit shoes, dies, wlllers, etc., were taken ~rom the
north unit as tho se in the south wore out. The se part s
have been entirely replaced and a trial run showed that
the unit was in excellent condition.

The south side of the mill has recently been dis-
mantled and will afford an excellent place for the pre-
liminary comrnercial scale work on cyanidation ¥n,ich has
been planned.

The mill is lighted by electricity furnished by. a
General Electric generator driven by a Westinghouse up-
right stearn engine.

The mill building is finely and substantially built
with heavy timbers mortised together. The sides are
sheeted with one inch boards and both roof and sides are
covered with corrugated iron. The building is 184 feet
long, has an extreme wi<ilthof 132 feet and an extreme
height of 63 feet. The building has recently been

painted.
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Assay Office.

The assay office is completely equi pped with all ap-
paratus and supplies necessary for such assaying and chemi-
cal work as may be required.

Camp.

The camp consists of a store, a boarding house, a
school house, a number of comfortable houses for the fami-
lies of employees and a number of other houses and store
buildings, some of which have been converted into "bunk
houses" and the others are available this or other pur-

poses.

Water.

An ample supply of good water is furnished by the
Occident, Grand Army of the Republic, Schaefer's Treasure
and Grand CentraL Mines, The water is of good quaLi ty ,

containing less than 10 grains of tota+ solids per United
states Gallon, and a supply available has been estimated
to be about 100,000 gallons daily.
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about three feet. •

The Vein System.

The veins occur in a precambrian schist, which varies
in structure, from granitic or pegmatitic through gneissic
to a schistose character. There are associated masses
ranging from basic material,as amphibolite~to very acid
granite,in which Quartz predominates,with small amounts of
feldspar and ~ittle or no mica, these are probably the re-
sults of segregation.

These veins va,ry in dip from those following the
planes of schistosity to nearly vertical ones, the former
are probably offshoots of the latter. The schistosity
planes affording, at places possibly of small fracture,
easy points for circulation of the uprising hot mineral-
carrying- solution rising through more nearly vertical veins.

The veins themselves are fissure veins, and date in
time it is likely, from the overflow of the tertiary erup-
tive which is strongly in evidence to the east., This
flow was accompanied or followed closely by the opening of
fissures, which were subsequently filled by the mineral-
bearing solution. Ribbon structure is strongly in evi-
dence, the bands being of quartz in crystals or massive,
iron oxide and manganese oxide,more or less intimately
mixed, barite and to a lesser extent calcite.

The walls are usually distinct and well defined being
generally accompanied by selvedge. Following the char-
acteristic of most fissure veins the ore occurs in lenses
which in places widen out to 8 feet, or more, and in other
nLacee "ni nch " out to mere films, the average width being
" "
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There are a great number of veins. For example
the Prince Albert system consists of at least three
parallel veins all within 100 feet of each other, four
are recognized in the Grand Army of the Republic mine, two
in the Occident and several others are found between the
Occident and the Schaefer Treasure-Norma system. North
and south of the above are a number of veins all, with one
exception the Bonita, being approximately parallel.
Many of these have had only the work necessary for securing
patents done upon them. The veins are persistent laterally
being traceable on the surface from the andesite to the east
till they disappear under the "wash" to the west.
The strike of these veins is approximately east and west.
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Evidence of Lateral Extension of Ore Bearing Zone.

Stope maps of the Occident, Grand Army of the Republic
and Norma mines,show the ore shoots worked in earlier times
to have been of great size and marked persistence. The
stapes aI'e continuous from practically "grass roots" to
the bottom level of the Occident, with the top of a rich
lens appearing at the bottom. The other properties all
show by the stapes that the are bodies are large, persis-
tent and, as the records show, also rich.

A vein is rarely ore in all its extent, the "pay
shoots" appearing as portions of the vein through which the
mineral-bearing solutions had easier access, or met with
conditions more favorable to the precipitation of their
valuesthan was the case in the less rich ,portion. This
is especially true in the oxidized area, the "pay shoots"
usually occupying but a small portion of the vein proper
and being found, sometimes on the hanging wall side,
sometimes on the footwall side, and frequently in between.

As the portions of the veins so far worked are still
in the oxidized zones and consist of secondary minerals,
the richer portions represent places more favorable to the
precipitation of silver than others, either through the
chance meeting of the silver-bearing solution with the
chloride solution,or because chlorides were absent at
these points thus preventing resolution.

Numerous instances are locally exhibited where drifting
beyond a "played out" are shoot has led to the discovery of

additional ore bodies of equal value to tl~se previously
expiored. In a distance of about one thousand feet on the
200 level of the Grand Army of the Republic mine are eight
stapes, and just beyond a leasor is wo rk rngcn a good body

of high grade ore and has already made three shinments- .
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To the west of the old work in the Norma a good body of
ore has been found, from which five shipments have re-
cently been made,on~ot running over 1000 ounces silver
per ton.

Faults are numerous, but almost without exception
normal and the amount of throw not very great. The
veins of the Occident and Prince Albert systems appear all
to be thrown downward and southward with their westerly ex-
tension. In some cases drifting has stepped at a fault,
no effort being made to find its continuance beyond.

The OccLderrt'mine offers exceptional opportunities
for the discovery of ore shoots both to the east and the

west. To the east the ground between it and the Horn
Siilivermine contains a large amount of virgin territory.
To the west the veins are exceptionally strong and well-
defined, but work in this direction was only carried to
near the end of the Occident ground because the property
to the west at the time was in other hands. Good ore
was mined here/but only a shallow depth was reached as the
equipment consisted only of a horsewhim. East of the Horn

Silver mine no work has been done although rich "float" has
been found, but so far no systematic effort has been made
to find the source of such"floats".

The unexplored vein area is far in excess of that so
far explored and it offers a promising field for explo-

ration. Prospecting here in the past has been from
"grass roots" downwar d and no point was considered worthy
to have work done upon it unless it s~owed high values at

the point of attack. The occurence of shoots in all the

veins really explored gives reason for the belief that no

vein in the district is barren.
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On the other hand there seems to be no geological evidence)

on which one can base' a theory, of relationships between are

shoots in this zone/so that prospecting here is more or

less groping in the dark, however, drifting has always re-

sulted in the discovery of additional"pay shoots".

Abcut 9,000,000 minces ,silver has so far been produced

by this property, distributed approximately as follows:

Occident Mine 2,000,000 ozs.

Norma Mine 2,000,000

Grand Army of the Republic Mine 2,000,000

Prince Albert, Daisy, etc., 2,000,000

Horn Silver 500,000

Chief of the Hills 500,000

One shoot, the Hobo Stope, in the Grand Army of the Republic

mine furnished 1,000,000 ounces.
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Secondary EnriclLment.

There is marked evidence of oxidation and leaching
in all the veins?and the quartz at and near the surface
i~orous from the removal of sulphide materials.,
Silver in the oxidized zone is the only valuable metal
that has been appreciably reprecipitated from the solutions
and appears as horn silver and native silver in all the
rich ore shoots. This silver was precipitated by soluble
chlorides and reciucing agents. If chlorine is not present
in sufficient quantity to precipitate all the silver in

solution, then it will descend until it meets sulphides,
that is, to the zone of primary sulphides when it will be
precipitated as silver sulphide. On the other hand if

chloride be present in sufficllint quantity the silver
chloride,at first precipitated ,will be dissolved and some
may be deposited if the solution becomes sufficently sat-
urated, in this way the crystalline horn silver frequently

found here and elsewhere was formed. But not all the

silver chloride in solution would be thus left, for the
solution moving on perhaps meeting additional chloride

J

waters, or pure waters, becoming thus weaker would part
with its silverconly ~iDlildmeetinga strong precipitating
agent, for example, the pyrite or galena of the primary

ore below.
The extensive leaching and oxidation found in the

zone of oxidation supports the belief that the ore shoots

in the unoxidized zone will be more continuous, both
laterally and vertically, where there has been no leaching
action, and the evidence points to the conclusion that
portions of the upper vein now of low grade were once of

much, higher value.
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Summary of Evidence of Secondary Sulphide Enrichment.

1. A large amount of oxidized,leached, porous rock,
formerly silver-bearing, from which silver has been removed
by oxidation and solution to enter circulating mine waters.

2. Much of the horn silver is crystalline showing
that it was deposited from solution and that the silver
beyond that deposited from super-saturated solutions, con-
tinued to circulate, unquestionably coming in contact
with primary sulphides to be there precipitated as second-
ary sulphide.

3. Silver is found today in all the mine waters at
White Hills and secondary precipitation is undoubtedly still
continuing.

4. Mine timbers in the Occident mine, which have been
submerged for 14 months, show a deposit on their surfaces
which carries four ounces of silver per ton. This shows
the effect of reduction on the silver-bearing mine water.
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Primary Ore.

The zone of unoxidized are has not yet been reached
by any of the mines of the district, so it is impossible
to state what the character of the original sUlphides
will be, However, there have been encountered in
several of the mines "kidneys" of unoxidized ore which in
most cases are almost certainly primary. These ores are
invariably of good grade and consist of pyrite and galena.
The fact that in the Norma and Garfield mines ores have
been found carrying considerable lead as carbonate,
enough so that some shipments yielded over ten percent of
"dry" lead, encourages the belief that we may reasonably
expect to find considerable galena with depth.

The are bodies in the sulphide zone will be larger
!than in the upperlevels as evidenced by the thickness of

- J

the oxidized material in the upper zone. These veins

average three feet in thickness in the knovm portions.

-,
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Ore in Sight.

Vfuen the mill operated under the old regime, all
ore of milling grade was stoped out and milled, dumps
were sortedand all available material was treated.

In consequence when the White Hills Mining Company
•

began operations there was practically no are in sight
and their endeavor was to develope ehippLng are and
little attention was paid to that of milling grade..
However there are several places where milling are is
exposed at the present time, but,as it is not blocked
out, it is impossible to estimate the tonnage.

These points are:
1. Stope above east 200 foot level

Grand Army of the Republic Mine.
2. Shoot on 300 foot level Grand Army

of the Republic Mine.
3. Fair body in east shaft of the

Huldah Mine.
4. Stope above the 500 foot level west

of the Norma Mine.
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Conclusions.

This property offers great opportunities for a
large return from investment, because:

1. There are undiscovered rich shoots
in the large area of the unexplored oxidized

zone.
2. The secondary sUlphide zone will be

the real bonanza of the camp.
3. The primary sulphide zone will fur-

nish a large amount of ore of good grade.
4. Leasers have at several points ore

of high grade.
5. Milling ore can be developed at sev-

eral points now known.
6. A control can be acquired on very

favorable terms.

I strongly recommend a thorough investigation of

the property.




